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ZHEROS is an Sci-Fi Retro Arcade title developed by ABstrak Entertainment that takes inspiration from a couple of great titles from the past such as Robotron2084 and Flashback. ZHEROS blends perfectly an intense story told by unique and charming artwork as well as a fast pace rhythm driven by an iconic
soundtrack. ZHEROS is the first title of ABstrak Entertainment. If you're feeling nostalgic about old arcade titles, we recommend you check out some of our previous work. ABstrak Entertainment was created in February 2015 as a small group of industry veterans looking to make some noise in the world of indie

gaming. We started with a small goal in mind: to make a retro arcade, pixel art, sci-fi, 8-bit side-scrolling game. Soon, we started to become inspired by all those places where 8-bit games used to flourish: the arcade, the side-scrolling classics, the classic platformers...All the elements that we miss in today's
AAA games. The main reason behind this is that we all love games. We grew up in the 80s and 90s and we wanted to pay homage to these times. We want to share our love for this era with all the people out there. The game is designed with our friends in mind. Most notably we designed it for the people that

won't bother themselves about the complexity of today's games. We are not into the action-RPG or RPG genres that require a lot of strategy to achieve even a simple task. We made ZHEROS with the aim of doing something simple but fun at the same time. That's why the game is played with only three
buttons: jump, dash and a special move that will help you escape a dangerous situation. ZHEROS storyline: A cartoon world is shaking because ZHEROS has left its initial phase! He is building blocks of a great next step in history. Six laboratories are waiting for him to come out of the NEXT phase... Six

laboratories, that are located in a huge underground complex. Time is running out, and with it, the timeline. It's a race against the planet and its proximity to eternal night... ZHEROS sound design: The game soundtrack, composed by Giovanni Leon Dall'Ò, is in full tune to its unique universe. We don't believe
that the music should always be a catchy, addictive pop tune, but we are into pieces that, at first listen, seem unrelated to each
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"EMIEL 2" is a game by me. In the game, you will face dozens of interesting and sometimes tricky puzzles to find the reasons behind the disappearance of all civilization. The main character wakes up in an unknown place. This is the second game of Chris Shokeir. In this game, you will follow a career in the streets of
Rensdale. Screenshots: Your name will be Baby Jupiter, and you will live in Rely Kingdom. "Baby Jupiter" is the official name given by the previous royal family. You are the daughter of Darius, the king of Rely. You will live with Mama Jupiter, the lovely wife of the king of Rely. Daddy Jupiter, a normal dad, is also in your
life. There is a book, the Codex Rely, which will bring you a lot of power and will help you solve the mysteries of Rely. In the game, you will meet a lot of characters, you must solve many puzzles, and change the gameplay in a very original and unique way. Features of the game: 1: The game can be played in 2D or 3D.
2: Addictive gameplay: you need to learn to avoid obstacles, practice and get better at it. 3: High quality graphics: beautiful landscapes, nice characters and lots of atmosphere. 4: Original, free game: you can make your own decisions about how you want to play. 5: Original story: first time you play this game you will
find out about a huge conspiracy against the royal family and the society itself. 6: Many reasons to change the gameplay: temporary power, the ability to fly. 7: Playable with unlimited lives. About This Game: In the game, you will play as a citizen of Rely Kingdom, and you have to help Mama and Daddy Jupiter to
restore it back to what it was. You will solve different puzzles and meet different characters. Features of the game: - Influenced by the classic gaming genres. You can play in a mode of adventure, puzzle or also "maze" type. - A couple of modes: Story mode, Endless mode and Time trial. - A few puzzles: A logic puzzle,
a arcade game, a maze, and a memory match. - A playable character: Mama Jupiter, Daddy Jupiter or Baby Jupiter! - A story mode with c9d1549cdd
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Online multiplayer There are times when the power of ten can break down even the mightiest empire, so you need your wits about you. So take caution, prepare for the worst case scenario, and trust your instincts. Travel Log: The Travel Log is a record of where you’ve gone, with what, how you did, and how you fared.
Accumulate each level of experience, raise your potential, and earn a new title!Research: There’s a lot of stuff out there. A lot of secrets to be found. Discover the purpose of each diary, and learn what secrets and clues they hold. * * * The royal Court of Tableronde presents this game to you in the name of Filia, heir of
the kingdom of Tableronde. We hope you enjoy playing PALAIS DE REINE, it is our greatest wish to create a game that allows you to go back in time and explore a forgotten past! Please do not hesitate to submit any ideas, requests or bugs.The Effect of Localized Intermittent Intravenous Infusion of Flutamide and
Metformin for Localized Prostate Cancer. To evaluate the safety and efficacy of localized intermittent intravenous infusion (LIVI) of flutamide and metformin for newly diagnosed localized prostate cancer (PCa) in comparison to oral administration of flutamide alone. Our prospectively designed study included 211
consecutive patients with newly diagnosed localized PCa, with or without non-metastatic lymphadenopathy. Participants were randomized into 2 arms. Group 1 patients (n = 108) received oral flutamide monotherapy, and group 2 (n = 103) received flutamide administered via LIVI. The primary endpoint was
biochemical recurrence (BCR)-free survival, defined as the time from randomization to BCR. Secondary endpoints included overall survival and adverse events. At a median follow-up of 40.8 months, LIVI was associated with similar BCR-free survival (P =.59) and similar median time to BCR (P =.83) compared to oral
flutamide. During follow-up, 7 patients in group 2 experienced severe adverse events (radiodermatitis, n = 4; congestive heart failure, n = 3), and 6 patients discontinued therapy due to adverse events. In comparison to oral administration of flutamide, the LIVI approach is an acceptable and convenient

What's new:

"When asked what sin he was guilty of most he replied: 7. "GOING BACK TO HELL" Hundreds of thousands of people love the fiction of a new Hell. For many, the idea of a world led by an Evil God
represents an uplifting view of the future. Now, share your creativity with New Hell Order. See it. See it in a different way. How about some stories? Stories that show us how the world could, and
should look. And while many of the topics are missing, the continued revelation of New Hell Order will introduce more topics as, I write more. Since I write at one a week, sometimes I will give polls
for these stupid stories. Sometimes I will draw some of the stories, and sometimes, well, just don't expect those. So, instead, you better copy this right now: "This is your realm of pure, twisted
entertainment. You will be judged, for 100 years and the Quarter here are the highest dollars I can offer you, but, that is the highest you have ever earned, and no one ever talks of the Hells of the
past. NDR In a very special subforum, hot with pride and wine and women, all-powerful (until they are proved corrupt) gods, the living gods-cum-maximons, the denizens of this forum set the
random communities of New Hell Order to tasks, and given medals and ideas. Now humanity has a world to live in: a world run by the gods. They rule a desolate world, of a new Hell Order. One of
the gods, a god known to us now as Vincent the Cruel names himself the Commander. His goal is to sway the otherwise hordes of history into making his vision come true. The first order of
business is... our Original Rules. We only have ideas, nothing definite, and need a bit of work: Rules 1 - No smut or other things of that nature (except for other goodies that are PG-13) 2 - No DRM
3 - No need to be able to read English (not a hugegie) 4 - TItle characters only - (they get all the fun) 5 - You can use all fictional characters. Make whatever ones. 
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Timber Tennis: Versus, is a party tennis game in which you can play solo or with friends. You can play online or locally and use the entire available set of characters (Princess, Hipster, Boxer, etc.).
But hurry! There are only 582 tennis balls left on the planet, and they are quickly running out! Play against your friends, or take on the world to get to the winning line! We're going to have a best
of show, so stay tuned...British British Ruth Patten Ruth Patten's first poetry collection was published when she was 31; since then she has published ten further volumes of poetry, as well as
several short story collections, a novel, and a memoir. Her work has been widely reviewed in journals such as The Times Literary Supplement, The New Statesman, The Quarterly Review, The New
Review, and The Independent. She is the joint winner of the 2015 Sydney Poetry Prize for Storm Cloud: Poems and Other Poems for Children, and her poems have been broadcast on BBC Radio Four
and on Radio 4 Extra, and shortlisted for the poetry awards: the Arvon, the Forward Prize and the T. S. Eliot Prize. Her critically acclaimed novels include The Moon's the Deadliest Place and
Bombproof Baby, and she has been described as 'a complex and subtle writer' by The New Yorker. Her work is taught in schools in collaboration with Creative Education and British Council. As a
journalist and broadcaster, she has presented programmes for the BBC, Channel Four, Granada TV, the Scottish Arts Council and the World Service. In 2009 she was Writer in Residence at the
University of St Andrews. Her debut novel, When They Came Down from the Moon was named one of the ten best novels of 2015 by The Scotsman newspaper. Among her most recent books are:
Orbis: poems; Seven, Six and a Half, an account of a family's voyage to live with a small tribe of Pygmies in the forests of the Congo; and The Song of the Stars, a collection of poems in honour of
English poet Gerard Manley Hopkins. Live from London Live from London is a week-long series of poetry readings, recorded live by Richard Hibbard from The Poetry Café. Our first guest is Ruth
Patten, whose first poetry collection was published when she was 31. Since then, she has published ten further volumes of poetry, as well as several short story collections
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System Requirements:

* Minimum system requirements are as follows: Intel Pentium D @ 2.8 GHz * System memory is required for installing the game and to run the game. * For best performance, we recommend at least
4 GB of system RAM and a graphics card with at least 512 MB of video RAM. * For the best gameplay experience, you should use an internet connection that is fast enough for your system. * You
can download the current version of the game here:
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